1. Bungo
2. Orinoco
3. Wellington
4. Tobemory
5. Cholet
6. Kidney, eyeball, leg, liver, tear duct
11. orange
12. yellow
13. purple
14. white
15. grey
16.-20. St Davids, Central, St Thomas, St James, Pinhoe, Polsloe Bridge, Digby and Sowton, Topsham
21. Along with Somerset who are the other 3 cricket teams who have qualified for T20 finals day?
Leicestershire, Hampshire, Lancashire
22. Richard Handl from Sweden was arrested after trying to do what scientific process in his kitchen?
Split atoms
23. Jiangmen in China has banned what after 42 people have died from rabies in the last 3 years?
Dogs
24. What sort of mobile device are the rioters in London apparently communicating with?
Blackberry
25. 61 year old Diana Nyad attempted a 60 hour swim to Key West in Florida from where?
Cuba (Havana)
26. What substance is added to some jams and marmalades to make them set?
Pectin
27. How many blank tiles are there in scrabble?
2
28. Colonel William Cody was better known by what name?

Buffalo Bill
29. What do the initials CIA stand for?
Central Intelligence Agency
30.Which doctor learnt his remarkable skill from a parrot called Polynesia?
Dr Dolittle
31. What is the capital of Sweden?
Stockholm
32. What city came second in the vote for sho should hold the 2012 Olympics?
Paris
33. What is the largest city in Peru?
Lima
34.What hymn contains the line “bring me my chariot of fire”?
Jerusalem
35.Which Yorkshire poet was poet laureate from 1984 to 1998?
Ted Hughes
36. Since 1990 there have been two ladies Wimbledon singles champions with the same surname.
What is the surname?
Williams
37. Epsom racecourse is in an area of chalk upland known as the Epsom what?
Downs
38. Giant pandas are native to which country?
China
39. What was the name of the German Baron who fought the Turks and told far fetched stories
about his exploits?
(Karl Friedrich Hieronymus, Freiherr von)Munchausen
40. Syndromes
41. how did Copenhagen contribute to the battle of waterloo?
Duke of Wellingtons Horse

42. Who was the first person born in the bible?
Cain
43. What was mother Theresa’s first name?
Agnes
44. What was the name of the family featured in the Sound of Music?
Von Trapps
45. In a medley relay in swimming which stroke is first?
Backstroke
46. In the centre of a medieval castle surrounded by walls and moats was a tall tower. What was it
called?
The keep
47. What political party was founded in March 2nd 1988?
Liberal Democrats
48. What is the highest number on a roulette wheel?
36
49. What is the smallest prime number?
2
50. What six letter word when one letter is removed leaves 12?
Dozens

